Ed and Lark (and
their two Jack
Russell Terriers) at
their Cowboy Boots
custom boot making
and repair shop,
established 2006.
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A pair of boots Lark Tabbert designed
for her husband, Ed, with her first
inlay—Meadowlarks.

The moment a customer puts on their handmade boots for the first time, boot makers Ed
and Lark Tabbert are listening intently to the sound of their client’s foot going into their
new custom-built boot. That moment can be nerve wracking for a boot maker. Ed and
Lark know they’ve done their job when they recognize the distinctive sound a foot makes
when it slides into a well-fit boot.

Ed believes that a good boot maker’s number one concern is are complimentary gifts that come from Ed and Lark’s passion
building a boot that fits the wearer. “A good boot maker should for building quality handmade boots. Cowboy Boots boot and
know how a good boot sounds when you put it on. A custom repair shop does not have a downtown storefront but is rather
boot should fit and be comfortable and, when it does, the foot modestly located off the beaten path—right out the Tabberts’
will go in hard before it sits in place,” he says.
back door to a quaint boot shop built from repurposed buildThe Tabberts are in the rare business of making cowboy and ings.
lacer boots the old fashioned way: using traditional boot-makThe work that goes into a pair of custom boots built at Cowing materials and techniques to create quality craftsmanship boy Boots is done jointly by this Hot Springs husband and wife
that’s not just wearable, but durable. All the personal touches team. On more than one occasion, customers have told the couStory and Photography by Amy Kirk
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Ed Tabbert sews a new welting
onto a pair of old boots in for
resoling repair work.

ple that their boots or repair work changed the customers’ life
regarding the comfort of their feet. Whether a client had never
walked comfortably before because of their footwear or they’d
never had a proper fitting due to a foot malady, Lark’s favorite
aspect of the craft is being able to give customers something
they’d never had before—comfort. To be able to provide those
kinds of things with the boots she and Ed make is rewarding.
From the boot top design to the sole’s stitching, each step is
done with the intention of boots fitting ideally and comfortably
and being worn, although plenty of their boots have been made
specifically for dress occasions.
Lark, a Wyoming ranch-raised native, first became fascinated with boot making in high school. Her sister was getting
into custom saddle making and the two talked about opening a
saddle- and boot-making business together but the idea never
came to fruition. Lark later worked retail and did minor repairs
for Stockman’s Boot and Saddlery in Hot Springs where she
first had the opportunity to dabble in boot making. She proudly
credits former store owner, the late Monte Birdsall, and son-inlaw Jim Bultsma, as her first teachers in the trade. After much
begging, she designed her first pair and did all the stitch work
while Jim built the rest of the boot for her.
Ed and Lark’s boot-making and repair business, Cowboy
Boots, was established in 2006 after Ed bought the business
from Bultsma, which included all the basic equipment to build
a pair of boots, as a wedding anniversary present for Lark. Ed
had a pair of boots on order at Stockman’s with a boot maker
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who was in training, but the order sat idle. Finally, Ed asked
Jim how much it would take to pay him to get them done. Jim’s
reply was, “Why don’t I just sell you the business and I’ll teach
you how to do them.” Ed agreed, went home and asked Lark
how she felt about learning how to build boots, then said,
“Happy Anniversary.”
Ed followed Lark’s interest in the craft and does all the difficult steps in putting the boots together that require strong
hands, operating the massive stitching machines and all boot
repair work. The skills he learned growing up on a North
Dakota farm have become useful in doing boot repair as well
as all the maintenance work on the stitching equipment. Most
of what he’s learned about repairing has been self-taught by
taking a pair of boots apart slowly, noting how they’re put together, doing the necessary repairs and putting them back together.
As part of the purchase, Bultsma spent a few hours every
Wednesday evening for a couple of months mentoring Ed and
Lark through the steps of building a pair of boots. The couple
advanced their skills through videos and instruction books from
other boot makers including artisans such as D.W. Frommer II,
Keni Crane, Dan and Julia Schwartz and Carl Chappell. They
also talked with other boot makers at the annual Rocky Mountain Leather Trade Show in Sheridan, Wyo., who willingly
shared their techniques and tricks.
The couple admires the work of boot maker Paul Bond but
Lark says she also admires other boot makers’ artistry because

After transferring
the design onto the
leather with baby
powder, Lark Tabbert draws it in with
a washable silver
pen.

they create something she didn’t think of and finds that humbling. It’s singular outstanding things that she admires and
loves learning from, but her biggest influence has been that of
the late Monte Birdsall, whom she worked with.
To make boots, Tabberts start by tracing the client’s feet in
a resting position, then take five to six measurements (more if
it’s for lacer boots) of each foot. Once the types of leather and
colors for the boots have been selected, Lark designs the stitch
pattern and/or inlays for the boot tops. “I don’t work off of pictures. It (the design) kind of depends on what ends up on the
paper,” she says.
Designs vary from basic stitching patterns to intricate inlays
such as flowers, birds, butterflies or a client’s livestock brand.
Boot top panels, linings, slides, (where the heel hits) are cut
out and attached with glue and stitched over. Lark draws the
stitch pattern and inlays freehand onto cardstock and perforates
them with a sewing machine for leatherwork. She then stencils the panels by dappling the leather with a bag of baby powder over the perforated design and traces the transferred pattern
with a silver inked pen to stitch on. Lark’s finished work, many
of which have intricate inlays, reflects her gift for leather
artistry as much as her passion for the craft.
Stitch work is typically done with contrasting colored nylon
thread on the boot top panels after the lining, slides and top and
side beading (leather edging trim) have been glued in place.
From here Ed takes over and sews all the layers together and
turns the panels right side out wet or dry, depending on the
leather dyes and inlay work, then taps the side seams flat.
Although the sewing machine Lark does her stitching on is
very old and temperamental, she’s very proud that it used to
belong to Birdsall. She laughs, “When it’s flying right you can’t
beat it, but when it’s temperamental, I’m not much fun to be
around.” Due to the age of the machine, it has a tendency to get

out of whack easily and she jokingly admits to using the same
vocabulary Birdsall used when the machine misbehaved on
him.
A client’s measurements are transferred onto a last, or a
generic-looking mold of a foot close to the size of the client’s.
Ed glues on rough leather that he shapes onto the last to fit the
client’s measurements, creating a mold that the leather vamp
(the upper part of the boot that covers the front of the foot) will
later be shaped over. To get the rounded three-dimensional
shape, the vamps are saturated in water and stretched over a
crimp board until dry before being sewn to the boot top. From
there, Ed works from the bottom of the boot, where his handiwork really shines. A wet insole is custom cut and molded over
the last to hold its shape until dried and the vamp leather is
pulled firmly over the last with insole and toe box in place.
A steel shank is put in the instep area and wooden pegs are
tapped in around it to hold all instep materials in place. The
vamp is nailed to the insole and the welting (leather strip that’s
part of the upper sewn to the sole to strengthen the seam) is
hand stitched on. Using a special stitching machine, the outsole is simultaneously grooved to counter sink the stitches during stitching. The last step is nailing on the customer’s
preferred style of stacked heel. Once the boots are finished
Lark details them.
Building lace-up boots is a much more time-consuming
process which Ed gets more involved in. A lot of geometry is
applied using a client’s measurements to make lacers and Ed
relies on D.W. Frommer’s instruction booklet to ensure a properly built lace-up boot.
Ed and Lark have worked with a lot of different leathers but
Lark’s go-to leathers are kangaroo or kid. “I would use a lot
more Italian leather if I could get my grips on it,” she says, because Italian leather has a different, suppler feel that’s enjoyDOWN COUNTRY ROADS
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